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A Surface to Stand the Test of Time 
Why Egan’s EVS Out-Performs Competitor Comparable Surfaces



Why Egan’s EVS Out-Performs Competitor Comparable Surfaces

EVS is Egan’s proprietary whiteboard surface that out-performs Porcelain boards. Egan’s EVS has a lower gloss 
compared to Porcelain, which means less glare and greater visibility from all angles. EVS surfaces allow your message to 
be seen clearly; from the front to the back room and all angles in between.

EVS is the most resistant whiteboard surface to ghosting and stains and will retain its bright white surface for decades. 
Egan guarantees EVS can be cleaned back to the original white for 10 years, the longest cleanability warranty in the 
industry.

EGAN VERSA SURFACE

GLOSS (60° Gloss Meter) 40°
SURFACE APPEARANCE: Pure white finish with no 
texture or surface blemishes.
DRY-ERASABILITY: Permanent and dry-erase 
markers are guaranteed-to-clean.
PROJECTION: Very good when used with a 2500 
ANSI-lumen projector.
TECHNICAL COMMENT: Surface is available in pre-
assembled  magnetic markerboards, self- adhesive 
backing, magnetically mounted and wallcovering 
surfaces, and can be custom cut to any size. EVS

STANDARD PORCELAIN SURFACE

GLOSS (60° Gloss Meter): 74°
SURFACE APPEARANCE: Highly reflective 
DRY-ERASABILITY: Susceptible to retaining stains 
and ghosting
PROJECTION:: Not suitable for projection. Standard 
Porcelain is very susceptible to glare halo and 
excessive reflection. These glares will degrade image 
and may cause eye-strain.
TECHNICAL COMMENT: High glare on the surface 
will cause decreasing legibility. Porcelain surfaces are 
most commonly steel backed limiting its functionality.

Egan VersaSurface™ Presentation Surface
Gloss (60º Gloss Meter) 40º

Color
L: 93.13 a: +0.78 b: - 6.18

Surface Appearance Pure white  with no texture

 

or surface blemishes.

Dry-Erasability Permanent and dry-erase markers

 

are guaranteed-to-clean.

Projection Very good when used with a 
2500 ANSI-lumen projector.

Technical Comment Surface has a built-in liner and substantial 
substrate, which ensures an optically  
surface that masks minor imperfections 
in the underlying wall. Available in pre-
assembled markerboards, self-adhesives, 
magnetic and wallcovering surfaces.

Brand Nam e D ry-Erase Wallcovering
Gloss (60º Gloss Meter) 36º

Color L: 94.01 a: -0.76 b: 4.54

Surface Appearance Moderate mottled texture and 
a slight yellowish cast.

Dry-Erasability Permanent marker is  to clean, and 
may stain the surface. Dry-erase cleans easily 
up to 48 hours and becomes more  to 
clean as 

Projection Some distortion and  due to wall 
texture. Mottled texture refracts glare 
halo vertically causing minor degradation 
of projected image.  
used with a 2500 ANSI-lumen projector 
in moderate  lighting.

Technical Comment This wallcovering is very thin and susceptible 
to transmitting the underlying quality of the 
wall it is adhered to. Small bumps and 
valleys appear as little  (Notice a 
bright crescent just left of the center hot 
spot).  as a user-installed 
wallcovering.
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All samples have been equally underexposed...  
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